Chinese and Western Combinations
Sagittarius (Rat) Month
Combination with Buffalo Year:
"Witness" Jupiter, Fire, Mutable
"Survivior" Yin-Negative Water
Characteristics:
Innovation,
Carelessness,
Reason, Bias, Stand Offishness, Contradiction,
Vacillation, Stability, Vindictiveness, Bad Manners,
Diligence, Bigotry, Solicitude, Honor, Eloquence,
Recklessness,
Plodding,
Integrity,
Valor,
Openhandedness,
Strength
of
Purpose,
Outspokenness, Cheerfulness, Stubbornness

This combination is a human generator. They are easy going but sizzling. Their verbal
skills are amazing and they are super orators. They possess a strength that includes a
deep concern for the human condition. The dialectic of the Sagittarius-Buffalo is one
of those that result in an extremely talented individual with loads of luck. For example,
the Buffalo is able to work wonders at work but the Sagittarius-Buffalo can do even
more. They are straight shooters who seek power and authority. Status is important to
them and they want to hold an influential place in society. While not hungry for money,
they are well aware of its importance. A large factor in their success simply comes
from them working hard. Per capita, this combination leads the pack of the rich,
famous and brave. The Sagittarius-Buffalo can out distance them all. They burn the
midnight oil and place their nose directly on the grindstone. The Sagittarius-Buffalo is
rational and, to a degree, this sets them apart from other Buffalos. There is a kind of
shamelessness about this combination; this one is effervescent. When they set a goal
for themselves, odds are good they will attain it; in fact, it generally comes easy.
Failure is not a part of their vocabulary and they are just completely blind to the
concept.
Romance: No matter how large or small the accomplishment, they will inform others
about it. There is, of course, a large amount of self-interest in doing this because it is
quite self-congratulatory. In addition, they are deeply and profoundly loyal. It is
practically unheard of for them to cheat on their partner. This combination is usually
married and others are generally well aware of it. The Sagittarius-Buffalo advertises
their partner. For some reason, this individual enjoys bragging about the person in
their life and they do it frequently.
Relationships: Poor choices for compatibility in this combination are Gemini, Leo,
Virgo and Pisces. There is a problem with Virgo-Monkeys as well as Gemini-Horses,
Gemini and Virgo-Rams, and Pisces-Tigers. The cream of the crop in the romance

department is the Leo, Libra and Aquarius-Rat and Snake. Another excellent choice is
Aquarius-Rooster. This individual should be careful with Dragons.
Family Life: Their hobbies, likes and significant accomplishments are on display.
Their violin might be hanging on the living room wall, for example, and their degrees
on display in their study. Regardless of the profession they chose, they are capable
and competent. With their children they are loving but patience is not their virtue. In
addition they are stubborn. The Sagittarius-Buffalo does not have a lot of free time so
they need a home that is economical with the clock. Good organization is the key and
this combination has it. Furthermore their home is a happy and bright place. It makes
a statement about what they are and what they are is cheery and efficient.
Likelihood: This combination needs a life that is secure and that is probably the origin
of their fussiness. They take care of themselves and while they are at it they take care
of everyone else they know as well. They are destined to be bosses and will be good
ones. Their hard work pays off in the end and they become the king of the hill. The
Sagittarius-Buffalo is dedicated to succeeding and that total dedication means they
make it to the top far more often than not. They are not particularly after money but in
spite of that usually end up with it; and that means lots of it. They are astute when it
comes to details and almost nothing gets by them. They are the type that checks their
credit card statement carefully and, while they are at it, pays it in full every month.
Famous Sagittarius/Buffalo: Walt Disney, William Blake, William Buckley, Willy
Brandt, Alexander Godunov, Gary Hart, Sammy Davis, Jr., Margaret Meade, Jane
Fonda, Jean Marais.

